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Maastricht (Mosae Trajectum in Roman times) is the capital of the Dutch province of
Limburg and one of the oldest cities in the Netherlands. Situated in the extreme south,
close to the Belgian border, the city is fairly small, with a population of just over
120,000. Maastricht enjoys a world-wide reputation as the place where the Maastricht
Treaty was signed in 1992. The dialect of Maastricht belongs to the south-eastern dialect
group (Weijnen 1966: §§ 166, 173), which shares a number of properties with dialects in
Belgium and Germany. A more recent classification (Belemans, Kruijsen & van
Keymeulen 1998) assigns the dialect to Central Limburgian, which comprises seven
subgroups in the Netherlands and Belgium, more particularly to Trichterlands. Two
earlier descriptions are Houben (1905), which is historically oriented, and van Buuren
(1991).
Virtually all speakers are bilingual in the sense that they are also fluent in Standard
Dutch. The Maastricht dialect enjoys very high prestige in the community. It is used for a
large number of functions and by speakers of all social levels (MUnstermann 1992).
Research has provided evidence of dialect loss, particularly among members of the
youngest generation (16-20 years of age). This is especially noticeable in the verbal
morphology (MUnstermann & Hagen 1986, MUnstermann 1986). Among the factors that
may have contributed to dialect loss is the foundation of the University of Maastricht in
1976. The university has since attracted a large number of non-dialect speakers
(including more than 10,000 students), which is likely to have increased the impact of
Standard Dutch on the local dialect. To give just one example, there is a tendency among
young dialect speakers to turn verbs with regular morphology into irregular verbs, when
these have cognates with irregular morphology in Standard Dutch. The present
description is based on the speech of one of the authors, FA, a middle-class, bilingual
speaker in his mid sixties.
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As in other varieties of Dutch, obstruents contrast for voice in the onset, but not in the
coda, where they are voiced when immediately occurring before /b,d/, as in /gazbok/
'washbasin', fohdioxf 'dedication', but voiceless elsewhere. /p,t,k/ are voiceless
unaspirated, /b,d,g/ are fully voiced, Igl only occurs word-internally, although loans with
initial Igl do occur. Non-phonemic [?] separates syllable-final [a] from following vowels;
other hiatus positions are solved by glide-insertion (see below).
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/cj,3ji/ are pre-palatal, articulated with the blade of the tongue against the postalveolar place of articulation, the tip being held down. As is the case in the standard
language, Id may be interpreted as /tj/, since the sequence /t/-/j/ occurring across
morpheme boundaries will be Id, just as /n/-/j/ and /s/-/j/ will be /ji/ and /J7, respectively.
Analogously, 111 would be /zj/ in this analysis, even though Izl is always morphemeinternal.
Of the voiced fricatives, /y/, and to a lesser extent /v/, may be partially devoiced
word-initially, without merging with the voiceless /x,f/, however. The occurrence of Ixl in
word-initial position is limited to loans.
The approximant / § / has weak lip rounding in coda position, but has spread lips in
the onset, /R/ is a (pre-)uvular trill with a fricative component, the latter element being
particularly prominent in the coda, where the consonant is partially devoiced.
Initial CCC-clusters are confined to /spl, spR, stR/, as in /split/ 'split-3SG', etc. CCclusters consist of:
a. plosive+/l,Rj,§/, as in /pbrys/ 'tease', /dRei/ 'three', /tgi/ 'two', /pje'7 'pedestal', etc.,
with gaps for/*p§, *b§, *tl, *dl, *tj, *kj/;
b. /f,v,s,v/+/l,R/, as in /flup/ 'fear', /VROIX/ 'question', /slym/ 'clever', /ylat/ 'smooth',
etc., with a gap forl*siU;
c. /J7+/R/, as in /Jkup/ 'syrup';
d. /s/+/m,n/, as in /smik/ 'whip', /snaks/ 'yearn';
e. /s/+/p,t/, as in /"sp0:l9/ 'rinse', /stcek/ 'part';
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f. /s,z/ + /§/, as in /sfe&teQ'J 'evening reception', /Z§U:R/ 'heavy';
g. /kn/, as in /knoiys/ 'gnaw'.
Maastricht is a relic area for /s/+/p,t,m,n,l/ clusters, which in the surrounding area
have been replaced with /J7+C, joining /JR/. However, /J7 in such clusters has made
inroads into the dialect, and variably occurs in e.g. /Jlou, sbu/ 'clever', /JtYm, styrn/
'voice', etc. Similarly, /z§/ varies with /3§/ in e.g. /zgsens/ 'beating'. The post-alveolar
pronunciations have been characterised as 'emphatic' (Tans 1938: 199) or as having
'affect' (Endepols 1955).
Final CC-clusters comprise
a. /p,t,k/+/s/, as in/RYps/'caterpillar',/bats/'buttock', /fiseks/ 'witch';
b. /tJ7, as in /lutJ7 'teat, dummy';
c. /mp, nt, rjk/, as in /bs'jesnp/ 'embarrassed', /ssent/ 'cent', /vsR'larjk/ 'yearn-3sG';
d. /1,R j,g/+/t,s/, as in /bcelt/ 'hunchback', /fiyiRs/ 'hear-2sG', /frigs/ 'shout-2sG', /sqjs/
'sauce', etc.;
e. /l,R/+/p,f,k,x,m,n/, as in /folk/ 'apron', /kceRf/ 'baskets', /ZCSRX/ 'care', /kalm/ 'calm',
f. /kseRn/ 'crux', etc., all of which are subject to schwa-insertion, i.e. /Jolak/, etc., with a
gap for /*In/.
Final clusters under (c), (d) and (e) can be followed by /s/, creating final CCC
clusters, as in /melks/ 'milk-2SG\ /fiseRfs/ 'autumn', /zirjks/ *sing-2sG', /kqjts/ 'coldINFL'. In loans, other coda clusters occur, such as /sp/, as in /gesp/ 'wasp'. A striking
difference with Standard Dutch is that no final obstruent+/t/ clusters occur, as shown by
/blaf/ 'bark-3SG\ fax/ 'real', /Icep/ *waIk-3SG\ /diai'lssk/ 'dialect', all of which have
Dutch cognates with final III. The Maastricht dialect has /t/ in the underlying
representation in cases of alternation, cf. the plural form /diai'lsskts/. Lastly, /rj/ cannot
occur word-initially in either Standard Dutch or Maastricht, while word-final Inl after
schwa, which is variably deleted in Standard Dutch, is categorically excluded in the
Maastricht dialect.

The Maastricht vowel system for stressed syllables comprises 21 monophthongs and
three diphthongs. All of these except /e'J are listed in Houben (1905) and van Buuren
(1991). In addition, there is [a], which is restricted to unstressed syllables. Below, the
monophthongs are split out according to the intersecting dimensions length and
tenseness. The tense-lax distinction follows traditional terminology, but may resolve
purely as vowel height.
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The short lax vowels must be followed by a coda consonant. In words like /lima/
'chickens', in which a short lax vowel in a non-final syllable is followed by a single
consonant, the intervocalic consonant is ambisyllabic, i.e., closes one syllable and opens
the next. There are a number of interjections that violate this generalisation: /ju/ 'yes?',
/jse/ 'yes but...', /mse/ 'but', which indicate various speech acts, and /ba/ 'yuck!'.
Before coda /R/, short /i,y,u/ and the diphthongs /ei.oey.ou/ do not occur, while the
short lax vowels are rare before word-final /R/. NO contrasts between Id and /se/, hi and
/oe/, and /u/ and hi exist before nasals: the vowels that appear in this position can be
identified as /as/, hi and /o/, as in /pan/ 'pen', IYTII 'onion', /zon/ 'sun'. Minimal pairs
before obstruents and HI are /ves/ 'fish' - /vses/ 'waistcoat', /RYS/ 'Russian' (noun)' /Roes/ 'peace, rest', /stop/ 'stop' (imp - Istupl 'pavement', /felt/ Ipeel-3SG\ /Jselt/
'vituperate-3SG\
The vowels /e:,oe:,o:/ are somewhat opener than mid-open, in particular hjt which is
realised [D:]. The three diphthongs have closer starting points than the three
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corresponding diphthongs in the standard language, while the first element of hvJ is
rounded, unlike that of Standard Dutch /AU/ (Gussenhoven 1999).
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In addition to the three diphthongs, there are a number of permissible combinations of
monophthongs and the approximants /§ j / in the coda. Like the diphthongs, these are
pronounced as vocalic tongue glides, and the available phonetic space is thus exploited
quite intensively.
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The qualities of these vowel-glide combinations are predictable from those of the
constituent segments. Thus, /moJ3/ 'mew-lMP' has an open, unrounded vowel, while
/mou/ 'sleeve' has a mid-open, rounded first element, just as /fissjs/ 'glove' has an
opener vowel than the first element of the diphthong in /Ms/ 'hoist*. Since the end points
of the diphthongs are close (if combined with Accent 1, see below), the phonetic
differences are to be found in the first halves of the tongue glides. However, the subtlest
distinctions involving vowel+glide combinations and other vocalic nuclei are probably
those between the monophthongs /QI,@'J and the same vowels followed by /j7, as the midclose long monophthongs are slightly diphthongal in final position (if combined with
Accent 1, see below). Thus, /de:/ [de:i] 'that (one)' does not rhyme with /be:j/ 'offer1SG\ and neither does /k&'J \k®')] 'billiard cue* with /k0:j/ 'cow' (pl.). (There is no
rhyme */o:§/ to rival the similarly diphthongal /o:/.)
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Glide-insertion applies between /i(:), y(:), u(:), e:, 0:, ei, cey, ou/ and a following
vowel, with [§] occurring after back vowels and /y/, and jj] after (other) front vowels, as
in /snis/ [snijs] 'snow-iNF', tdyoj [*dy§o:] 'duo', tboi&j ['bo:§a:] 'boa (shawl)'; there is
no evident phonetic difference between the inserted glides and other occurrences of /gj/.
Speaker-to-speaker variation, with no evident social correlate, occurs between hxU (if
combining with Accent 1, see below) and /ojY, as in /voul/ - /vojl/ 'dirty', and between
/a|3/ and /qj/, as in /ya§de:f/ - /Yqjderf/ 'crook'.
Stress
Stress location is as in Standard Dutch. Main stress is regularly on the penult, as in
fambRQs/ 'fuss', /bompa:/ 'grandfather', /vs'kansi/ 'holiday', /fs'miili/ 'family'.
However, words with final closed syllables containing long vowels or consonant clusters
have main stress on the final syllable, as in /supa'bliik/ 'republic', while words with more
than two syllables with a closed final syllable and an open penult have antepenultimate
stress, like /alfa:b£t/ 'alphabet*. Words with exceptional main stress on the antepenult
include fdoiminoj 'dominoes', and words with exceptional final stress, like /matRas/
'mattress', /pRoiss'de:/ 'recipe, procedure', are not infrequent. Also, some words, like
/fiospito:!/ 'hospital', fail to have the expected final main stress.

The dialect has an intonational system much like that of Standard Dutch and Standard
German. Utterances are organised into intonational phrases (IP's) containing one or more
pitch accents marking accented syllables, the last of which is the nuclear pitch accent. In
combination with different final boundary tones (indicated by Ti), the nuclear pitch
accent (indicated by T*) expresses the usual discoursal meanings. For instance, H* Li, or
the nuclear fall, seems to be a frequently used intonation, while H* Hi, i.e. the nuclear
rise, or, other than in IP-final syllables, H* LiHi, i.e. the fall-rise, may be used for
interrogation or continuation. Narrow focus is expressed by deaccenting words occurring
after the nucleus that express 'old information*.
Unlike the dialect described in Heijmans & Gussenhoven (1999), but like many other
Limburgian and Central Franconian dialects in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany,
the Maastricht dialect has a lexical tone contrast, traditionally known as stoottoon 'punch
tone' and sleeptoon 'drag tone', here referred to as 'Accent V and 'Accent 2 \
respectively (cf. Schmidt 1986, Gussenhoven & van der Vliet 1999). There are durational
and vowel quality differences between these two patterns, in addition to differences in
pitch. As suggested by the term 'drag tone', syllables with Accent 2 are longer than those
with Accent 1. Like the dialects of Roermond (Gussenhoven, to appear) and Venlo
(Gussenhoven & van der Vliet 1999), the Maastricht dialect restricts the opposition to
stressed syllables containing (at least) two sonorant moras. Thus, no contrast is possible
in syllables containing a short vowel followed by an obstruent, such as /kop/ 'head'.
However, in contrast to what is found in Venlo and Roermond, it is variably found in
words in which the short vowel is followed by an ambisyllabic sonorant consonant
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Speaker FA appears to have it only in /fiyms/ 'singlet', which he pronounces with either
Accent 1 or Accent 2. Houben (1905) lists a number of words with this structure, like
/bRirjs/ 'bring', as having Accent 2. The Maastricht dialect further confines the tonal
opposition to stressed syllables whose rhymes contain one of the following segmental
structures:
(1) a short lax vowel plus sonorant consonant other than /$ j / ;
(2) a mid-close vowel (/e:,0:,o'7) or /a:/, unless followed by /j7 - recall that /§/ does not
cooccur with long vowels in the rhyme;
(3) /i:,y:,u:/ if followed by /R/ in the coda;
(4) a diphthong (/ei.cey.ou/).
The tonal contrast thus does not occur outside the syllable with main stress: in
/klei'a:J7 'clothing' and /kesiou/ 'virago' the unstressed syllables have neither Accent 1
nor Accent 2. Accent 2 is marked [""] before the syllable concerned, while Accent 1 is left
unmarked. (None of the words cited so far in this article have Accent 2.) Examples of
minimal pairs are /vol/ 'trap' - Tval/ 'fall', /zirjk/ 'sing-3SG' - / "zirjk/ 'zinc', /y3"be:t/
'territory' - /ys1 "be:t/ 'set of teeth', /sp&ls/ 'rinse' - / "sp0:to/ 'play', /taik/ 'task' /~ta:k/ 'roof, /kaiRt/ 'move quickly-3SG* - / "karat/ 'card', /oux/ 'eye' - / "oux/ 'also',
/bei/ 'bee' - / "bei/ 'near'. There are no minimal pairs for /i:R,y:R,u:R/, but /kiiR/, 'time,
occasion', /fiyiR/ 'hear-lSG', /UIR/ 'ear', for instance, have Accent 1, while /pa1 "pini/
'paper', /"vyiR/ 'fire', /"mu:R/ 'wall' have Accent 2. Some ten to fifteen nouns have
Accent 1 in the plural and Accent 2 in the singular, but are segmentally identical.
Examples are /"bein/'leg', /"DSRX /'mountain', /"seRrn/ 'arm', /"dsRm/ 'colon,
intestines', / "kceRf/ 'basket', / "peiRt/ 'horse', / "stein/ 'stone', / "vceRm/ 'form',
Tgeix/ 'road', /"gceRm/ 'worm'. In the remainder of this section, we first discuss the
phonetic realisation of the tonal opposition, and then speculate briefly about the gaps in
its distribution.
The phonetic differences between the two tonal patterns are complex. First, as made
clear above, syllables with Accent 2 are considerably longer than syllables with Accent 1.
Approximate durations for short and long vowel-plus-sonorant rhymes with these two
prosodic patterns in monosyllabic words spoken in isolation are 250 ms (e.g. /bal/
'party'), 350 ms (e.g. / "bal/ 'ball'), 260 ms (e.g. /stein/ 'stones'), 410 ms (e.gV "stein/
'stone'). The vowel Id is very noticeably lengthened before nasal+stop combinations in
syllables with Accent 2, as in /"kamp/ ["kaiimp] 'comb'; a more extreme form of this
lengthening is a low-prestige feature of the dialect. (Words with this segmental make-up
and Accent 1 are rare, but do exist, like /bRont/ 'burn-3SG'). In the case of /o/, the
product of the same kind of lengthening is felt to.be lo'J, as in fkoint/ 'behind (Noun)'.
Second, the three diphthongs have strikingly different qualitative allophones when
occurring with Accent 2: they are monophthongised, the quality being that of the starting
point of the diphthong as occurring in other contexts, often followed by just a hint of the
second element. (Both Houben and van Buuren note the monophthongisation of
diphthongs with Accent 2.) By contrast, the pronunciation with Accent 1 is fully
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diphthongal, with the second elements pronounced closer than in the corresponding
diphthongs in the standard language. Thus, the second members of the minimal pairs
/beU 'bee* - /"bei/ 'near', /loey/ 'people' - Tlcey/ Mazy', and /douf/ 'dove' - Tdouf/
'deaf are realised as ["be:^, "Ice:^, ~do:(u)f], whereas the first members are pronounced
with short, wide diphthongs. The monophthongised diphthongs are subtly different from
the mid-open monophthongs /e:,ce:,o:/, which are somewhat opener and purely
monophthongal. On the surface, therefore, the monophthongised realisation of the
diphthongs with Accent 2 makes for a rich set of phonetic vowel oppositions, as
illustrated by, for instance, fe:t/ 'eat-lMP', / "fieit/ ["fie:" Yj 'hot', Aert/ [te:t] (de veau)
'brawn', /0:s/ 'our', /"stRceys/ ["stRceys] 'ostrich', /koe:s/ [kce:s] 'choice*, and /po:s/
'pause', Tpous/ [~po:(u)s] 'pope', /po:s/ [pms] 'Easter (as first element in a compound)'.
By contrast, the phonetic difference between, for instance, /"stRceys/ 'ostrich' and the
Accent 1 word /stRceys/ 'strew-2SG' is very salient. The mid-vowels /e:,0:,o:/, too, are
purely monophthongal when combining with Accent 2, and weakly diphthongal when
combining with Accent 1, particularly in word-final position (see above).
Third, the fundamental frequency of syllables with Accent 2 differs from those with
Accent 1. In view of its effect in utterances with Accent 2 as compared with equivalent
utterances with Accent 1, it is reasonable to assume that Accent 2 is a H-tone occurring in
or immediately after the stressed syllable. However, the pitch distinction is not always
present, and requires particular intonational conditions to be observed. Three such
situations are listed and illustrated.
1. When Accent 2 occurs on the final syllable of an intonational phrase and is focal, such
as when a monosyllabic word with Accent 2 is given in citation form, there is mid level
or weakly rising pitch, with an optional fall at the end. By contrast, Accent 1 is
pronounced with a steep fall from high to low. Accent 1 is lexically toneless, and so the
representation of the steep fall on /bol/ in /ix iicebs "bal/ 'I'm having a PARTY' is
probably a pitch accent H* followed by a boundary Li, while that of the mid tone plus
optional fall on Abal/ in fix ficebsns ' "bal/ 'I have a BALL' would then be H*H Li. This
can be seen in panels a and d in Figure 1, respectively. The lexical H (panel d) is
pronounced at mid pitch, and is responsible for the realisation of H* at mid pitch as well
as for the fact that Li is not always fully realised. Such truncation of contours in which
many tones need to be pronounced within a short time is quite common (cf. Ladd 1996:
133). '
2. A second situation in which the tonal effect of Accent 2 is apparent is when it occurs on
a pre-final focal syllable in the IP. The representation of the contour on the accented
syllable is thus H*H, which is followed by Li on the final syllable. The lexical H
prevents Li from reaching fully low pitch. By contrast, the representation for the
corresponding case with Accent 1, H* Li, is realised with fully low final pitch. This is
illustrated in panels b and e in Figure 1, which give speech wave forms and FO contours
for the minimal pair ryeista 'sp0:te/ 'Are you going to RINSE?' - /"yeists '~sp0:l3/ 'Are
you going to PLAY?'.
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3. Third, when an utterance with early (i.e. narrow) focus spoken with a H* Li
intonation contour contains a word with Accent 2 in the post-focal section, the pitch
contour shows a peak in the post-focal contour, indicating the presence of the lexical
H. In panels c and f in Figure 1, the minimal pair /gelt si: neit spoils/ 'Doesn't she
- WANT to rinse?'- / 'gelt si: ne:t ~sp0'Js/ 'Doesn't she WANT to play?' illustrates this.
The height of the peak for such post-nuclear realisations of Accent 2 (panel f) is quite
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Figure 1. Speech wave forms and FO tracings of three minimal pairs illustrating the tonal
character of Accent 2 in accented IP-final syllables (Accent 1, panel a; Accent 2 panel d),
accented pre-fmal syllables (Accent 1, panel b; Accent 2, panel e), and unaccented prc-fmal
syllables (Accent 1, panel c; Accent 2, panel f). Pitch analysis and graphics produced with
the help of the phonetics package Praat (Boersma &. Weenink 1992-2000).
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variable, and higher realisations in particular are easily misinterpreted as accents by
speakers of non-tonal varieties of Dutch.
Overall, to the non-native ear, the phonetic differences between Accent 1 and Accent
2 in the dialect of Maastricht seem more salient than in the dialect of Venlo, provided the
listener is aware that pitch is not the only phonetic feature to pay attention to. Somewhat
unexpectedly, for words from an unspecified set of 15 minimal pairs, de Bot, Cox &
Weltens (1990) found a mean correct score of only 63% with listeners who only judged
one member of those minimal pairs.
The distribution of the tonal contrast over the segmental rhyme types given above
seems quite erratic. Thus, the contrast does not combine with long mid open vowels, with
high tense vowels unless these are followed by /R/ in the coda, or with any vowel if
followed by / § j / in the coda. There is one thing, however, that these contexts have in
common. The phonetic space within which the tonal contrast would have to be made is very
small. The grammar has apparently winnowed out these contrasts because, given the
phonetic resources available for articulating the contrast - monophthongisation, lengthening
and higher pitch - perceptibility is too low in these contexts. We discuss each case in mm.
First, the absence of the contrast on mid open vowels is to be understood in the light of
the monophthongisation of diphthongs with Accent 2. Although this monophthongisation is
phonetic, i.e. gradient, non-categorical, its effect is that toneless mid open vowels contrast
with longish, monophthongised diphthongs with mid open starting points (Accent 2), as
explained above. This means that splitting the mid open vowels into two types which in
many intonational contexts could only be distinguishable by duration would strain the
system considerably.
Second, the context before /R/ is the only context in whichfr..y:,u'Jdo not contrast with
/i,y,u/. Therefore, the duration of the long vowels can be exploited to enhance the tonal
contrast in a way that is unavailable for those same vowels in other contexts. In fact, the
quantity opposition in the close tense vowels (i.e. /i,y,u/ vs. fv,y.,wJ) has been incorrectly
equated with the tonal opposition. For instance, in his list of Maastricht vowels, Houben
(1905:1-5) lists vowel variants that are spoken with "dragging tone" (op slependen toon
gesproken) (in the case of short lax vowels, with examples before sonorant consonants)
and variants that "are sustained longer than" (longer aangehouden dan) in the case of
/i.y.u/, /e:,o:,o:/ and the three diphthongs. (He fails to mention "sustained" variants of the
open long vowels, implicitly ruling out a contrast on /a:/.) The quantity difference
between /i,y,u/ and /i:,y:,u:/ is also collapsed with the distinction between Accent 1 and
Accent 2 by van Buuren (1991), who claims that there is not in fact a tonal contrast
anywhere. He describes the difference between Accent 1 and Accent 2 as a durational
one, on a par with the quantity difference in the high tense vowels. Native speakers, too,
may identify /i,y,u/, as in /zi/ *sca\ /bRytJa/ 'bread IO1I+DIM\ IbmxJ 'bread', as having
Accent 1 and /i:,yi,u^, as in /zi:/, 'she, they*, /bRynfa/ *bride-DiM\ /bRurt/ 'bride', as
having Accent 2, and may designate syllables with long mid open vowels as having
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Accent 2. However, there is a crucial difference between words like TvyiR/ and words
like /bmirt, voeil/: the former will have the pitch features illustrated in the righthand
panels of Figure 1, while the latter will not.
Third, the monophthongisation of /ei,cey,ou/ and the otherwise weakly diphthongal
/e:,0:,o:/ with Accent 2 implies that diphthongisation in long vowels is a cue for Accent 1.
If the contrast between Accent 1 and 2 is excluded in syllables closed by /gj7, a general
association between Accent 2 and absence of syllable rhymes with tongue glides can be
made on the surface. It is presumably the preservation of this association that causes this
particular gap in the distribution of the tonal contrast.

In the transcription, II indicates the end of an utterance, and I the end of an
intonational phrase within an utterance. The stress mark ['] indicates an accented syllable,
and [ ~] designates a syllable with Accent 2.
Since Maastricht does not have a standard spelling, we give the passage in Standard
Dutch orthography.
De noordenwind en de zon hadden een drukke discussie over de vraag wie van hun
tweeen de sterkste was, toen er juist iemand voorbij kwam die een dikke, warme jas
aanhad. Ze spraken af dat wie de voorbijganger ertoe zou krijgen zijn jas uit te trekken de
sterkste zou zijn. De noordenwind begon uit alle macht te blazen, maar hoe harder hij
blies, des te dichter de voorbijganger zijn jas om zich heen trok. Uiteindelijk gaf de
noordenwind het maar op. Daarna begon de zon krachtig te stralen, en meteen daarop
trok de voorbijganger zijn jas uit. De noordenwind moest toen wel toegeven dat de zon de
sterkste was.

do -nomda-Bint sen do "zon | fiadon on 'drceko d i s t a l ~0:VOR do VRODC]
ge: vain iiynon tgio do '"stseRkslo goiR I tun $ys iiraont v0»f"bEi koini | de:
nan 'diko 'gasrmo jas oinfiat ||
, .
,
zo spRoikon 'oif | tot geidovoR'-bdyserjOR dotou zou 'kRiiyo | zono
jas u:t to tReko | do '"stseRksto zou ziai ||
do -noiRdo-gmt boyus u:t 'alo max to '"bloizo | m ^ gi 'fissldoR totoR
'"bloizdo | gi 'ITJOR do voR"beiY^r]9R z ^ 9 J 05 Y"1 Z I X > " fie:n m o k I
uf?eindolok yorf to "nomdo'gmt ot mseR 7op ||
dotno: boyus to *zon 'kRaxtox to 'stRoilo | sen moteb do"no: mok to
VOR1 "beiy^rjoR zono jas ?u:t |]
do -noiRdo-gmt mus tun g s l t o u ' y e ^ o toto 'zon do "staeRksto goiR.
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We are grateful to Bert Weltens for his comments on an earlier version of this text.
Recordings of the examples in the text and the transcribed passage are available at
http://lands.let.kun.nl/projects/carloslimburg.en.html
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